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A suggested question

• Can we work together to develop a

thoughtful progression for using video at

various stages of the teacher preparation

process (initial education courses,

focused methods classes, student

teaching experiences)?



Zhang et al types of video

• Published Video (e.g. ATLAS)

• Peer Video (e.g. in PLC)

• Teachers’ Own Video (e.g. Action Research)

Affordances:

1. Published  “Another important affordance of  published video 
was to observe other teachers’ practice, which enabled teachers to 
engage in comparative reflection.”

2.  Peer  “… teachers appreciated the shared goals of  thinking 
deeply about problems in their practice …”

3.  Own  “… there were two affordances from watching [their 
own] video, which enabled teachers to engage in both descriptive 
reflection and critical reflection.”



• ATLAS (Accomplished Teaching, Learning, and Schools) 
is the National Board’s searchable online library of videos

• Each video is accompanied by a commentary written by 
the teacher that includes (1) Instructional Context, (2) 
Planning, (3) Analysis, and (4) Reflection.

• Video library is tagged to nine prominent frameworks to 
include InTASC, edTPA, Common Core, National Board, 
etc…

• Candidates can add Notes to both the video and the 
commentary, which provides a way to help them compare 
their analyses with those of others.

ATLAS Structure and Platform Features
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ATLAS Structure and Platform Features
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A chance for us to use 
the tool – and unpack it

• This is ATLAS case 614. Read the teacher’s Instructional Context.
• You will watch from 7:56 to 13:06. Identify what you consider to be 

critical incidents related to the achievement of  the teacher’s learning 
outcomes. Use the note feature to tag these and to describe why you 
think it is a CI.



Professional Noticing Template

Event # 
and Time

Stamp

Attending: What is 
happening in

the event and why is it 
important? 

(Description & 
Justification)

Interpreting: What is 
really going on in 
terms of student 

learning?
(Analysis & Support)

Deciding: How 
effective was this &
could other things 

have 
happened?(Evaluatio

n & Evidence)

1

2

3

“Professional noticing uses three stages: attending, interpreting, and deciding
(Jacobs, Lamb, and Philipp 2010). Attending refers to the physical evidence
observed by the teacher (such as a student’s drawing or model). Interpreting uses
this evidence to determine students’ understanding, which then informs the
decision phase, where instructional tasks are determined.” –p. 33
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Factors That Influence What Teachers Attend To
(across all levels of professional noticing)

Views, values, and Identity
●Professional Vision (Pertinent & Prized)⇒ Can see
●Teacher Identity (Personal & Prized)⇒Will see
Contextual Factors
●Environmental Pressures (Pressing & Problematic)
●Local Context (Possible, Primed, Puzzling)

Factors That Teacher Educators Influence Through 
Instructional Design

(across all levels of professional noticing)
Interactivity: Individual, Group, Community
Approach: Deductive, Inductive, Abductive
Facilitation: Push on Stance, Perspective, Level, Chronos
Local Context (through video selection/sequencing): 
Possible, Primed, Puzzling

Aspects of Noticing in Action
Continuum of Teacher Professional Noticing (Attend, Interpret, Decide)

Novice  “Noticer”         Emergent “Noticer” Expert “Noticer”
Stance:    Evaluative ⇒ Descriptive ⇒ Analytical (evidence‐based)
Perspective: Teacher ⇒ Student ⇒ Holistic (incl. pedagogy/learning env.)
Level (Micro/Meso/Macro): Event only  ⇒ Relation to lesson Relation to broader 

/ goals ⇒ educational issues
Chronos: Present only ⇒ How past affected ⇒ What should happen next

Outcomes
Professional Vision
Knowledge for Teaching (PCK, SKT, pedagogical knowledge, etc.)
Teaching practice aligned with reforms

Draft Framework for Video Analysis in [Science] Teacher Preparation



Back to our driving question

• What does this framework offer for you to think 
about in working with your supervisees?

• How can you use this to inform your post-
observation conversations with your supervisees?

• In what ways can you use this to engage your 
supervisees in more meaningful reflection?

• My goals are to get candidates to (1) be more 
analytical; (2) view the classroom more 
holistically; (3) develop scripts for instructional 
decision making; and (4) engage in professional 
conversations.


